SeamlessDesign is a novel collaborative workspace for rapid creation of 3D objects with constraints. Its seamless design supports both shape and behavioral designs of 3D objects in a unified and intuitive manner. Virtual and augmented setups support both multiple perspectives for parallel activity and face-to-face interaction for rich awareness.
O ur main goal is to develop a collaborative design tool for rapidly creating rough 3D objects. To realize this goal, we developed SeamlessDesign by integrating and improving a number of our already developed techniques.
Generally speaking, a 3D-object design process consists of a few subprocesses ranging from making rough drafts to fixing details. In the earliest stage, designers often collaborate, and the design outline changes repeatedly and drastically. Recently, in this context, easy-to-use, fast turnaround systems for 3D computer graphics design have attracted much attention in terms of rapid prototyping. [1] [2] [3] However, in exchange for flexible design ability, designers must spend a lot of time learning special script languages to describe constraints on 3D objects. Many computer graphics design tools such as Alias|Wavefront's Maya, 4 support powerful behavioral design with graphical user interfaces. However, these systems' interactivity remains limited because code editing and result confirmation are separated in the design cycle. For interactive and intuitive 3D object creation, designing 3D objects within a virtual environment has a number of advantages such as a real-time stereoscopic view and spatial manipulation. [5] [6] [7] However, most existing immersive modelers can only construct the object's shape.
SeamlessDesign seamlessly integrates editing and confirmation stages for both shape and behavioral design by providing shape and constraining primitives in an immersive environment. That is, users can design reactive objects by simply deforming and assembling these primitives in a unified and comprehensible manner. 8 
Collaboration support
Software researchers have developed a number of shared virtual environments (SVEs) to support flexible spatial collaboration. 9, 10 These provide adaptable control over the location and scale of their coordinates. This flexibility helps coordinate different activities in 3D collaborative design. However, due to poor information about remote participants and communication delays, each participant has significant difficulty recognizing what other partners are doing.
Conversely, researchers have recently made several attempts to construct more informative and natural collaborative workspaces [11] [12] [13] for colocated collaboration. Such workspaces permit face-to-face interaction and still support real-time 3D computer graphics from each participant's viewpoint. By using optical see-through head-mounted displays (STHMDs) in a setup referred to as a shared augmented environment (SAE), participants can display virtual objects at any location. We have found through experiments that visibility of the partners' bodies is important to participants in spatial collaboration. We also discovered that designers should use the same coordinates in their workspaces to enhance collaboration efficiency so that they can communicate with each other using their proprioception. Though there have been many shared workspaces for collaborative 3D design, few of them considered these findings.
SeamlessDesign integrates SVE and SAE capabilities to support spatial collaborative design. Users of SeamlessDesign can view each other through STHMDs in the see-through mode and when the coordinates of their virtual workspaces match. In other cases, the real scene is invisible and partners see realistic avatars, for example, when navigating or scaling the workspaces.
Implementation
SeamlessDesign employs a number of techniques for easy manipulation, behavioral design, and collaboration support.
Hardware
SeamlessDesign is implemented on a pair of SGI's Indigo 2 Maximum Impact networked graphics workstations. As shown in Figure 1 , each user views a shared virtual workspace stereoscopically through an optical STHMD (Olympus Mediamask) ❚ A primitive box, shown in Figure 2 , that contains a set of typical primitives for registration, reproduction, and deletion of shape and constraining primitives.
❚ A navigation box ( Figure 3 ) for navigation and scaling of the virtual workspace. Each box consists of a slider for scaling, two spheres for rotation and translation, and an SAE button. palette lets users choose and change colors of shape primitives.
Shape primitives. Shape primitives are texture-mapped scalable objects-the entities of 3D design. Users of SeamlessDesign construct 3D objects by deforming, coloring, and assembling shape primitives with two-handed manipulations. Typically, shape primitives include boxes, cylinders, cones, and spheres, though any form is available in a well-known 3D data format called OBJ. Shape primitives use a bounding range for checking cursor hits and collision detection.
Constraining primitives. We chose geometric constraints from a set of reactive, 3D-object properties for current implementation. This is because most real objects have geometric constraints in their movable range in relation to other adjoining objects, such as a revolving door and a drawer. Geometric constraints are presented as visible entities called constraining primitives. Like a shape primitive, each constraining primitive has its shape, which visually represents its attributesconstraint type, principal axes, and movable range. This makes the attributes of geometric constraints comprehensible to users.
Currently, SeamlessDesign has eight types of constraining primitives, some with and some without boundaries. Four types of basic constraining primitives, shown in Figure  5 , limit the movement of constrained objects to only one or two degrees of freedom, but don't set object boundaries. The four types of primitives shown in Figure 6 set boundaries for constrained object movement. For example, a 2D-translation constraining primitive with a boundary has four gray movable pyramids, which define the boundaries and limit objects to moving parallel to the quadrilateral within the area. Users can treat constraining primitives as if they were shape primitives in terms of manipulation. They can impose geometric constraints on virtual objects by simply combining shape and constraining primitives.
Constraints are propagated in a simple way. For instance, two 1D-translation constraining primitives 
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combined equal one 2D-translation constraining primitive. Constraints are propagated recursively, that is, all connected components of an articulated arm are dragged sequentially by moving the arm's tip. Constraint propagation lets users easily construct new types of constraints. Incidentally, users can make all constraining primitives invisible, since these primitives' shapes don't relate to the intended design.
Basic manipulations
Each 3D input device has one button each for picking 3D objects and for 3D object assembly. Positioning the tip of a 3D cursor over an object selects it. Pushing the picking button on the selected object picks and holds it. While picked, it follows the cursor. Pushing the assembling button at the same time copies the picked object. When an eraser, picked from a deletion region of a primitive box, hits the object, it deletes the object.
Users assemble primitives by hooking. Hooking means dragging a 3D cursor from an object (a source) to another (a target) while holding the assembling button down. Shape primitives are assembled by simply placing them side by side. When the target is a constraining primitive, the source becomes a child of the target in the scene graph, which represents object hierarchical structure. Otherwise, the target and the source are grouped regardless of their location. An assembled object can be decomposed by dragging two of its parts using two 3D cursors individually. Users can also decompose an assembled object by using a pop-up cutting plane.
14 As another manipulation, a user can scale a primitive and a registered object by dragging them with two 3D cursors.
Manipulation aid
Inheriting from its ancestor VLEGO, 14 SeamlessDesign employs a set of manipulation aids, that is, grid constraints and collision detection. With these techniques, users of SeamlessDesign can assemble 3D objects intuitively and efficiently. The system includes manipulation aids for both a single object and a multiple object sets.
Manipulation aid for a single object. In principle, each virtual object is bound to grid placement constraints based on the parent's local coordinate system. That is, the object's location is restricted in discrete positions at intervals of 1 centimeter, and its orientation is so restricted that the three principal axes are parallel to the X-, Y-, and Z-axes, respectively. That is, only 24 poses are allowed. Because of grid constraints, the system rapidly detects all collisions among objects using their bounding boxes.
Manipulation aid for multiple objects.
SeamlessDesign employs an algorithm 15 to provide a natural and efficient way for trueing up cooperatively manipulated, multiple, virtual objects. If multiple manipulated objects are distant from one another, each is bound to the grid constraint based on the global coordinate system. The constrained object's location is adjusted to avoid collision with other objects, as shown in Figure 7a . Otherwise, the object picked earliest among all manipulated objects is selected as a reference object. A nearby object can be freely manipulated if it doesn't collide with the reference object, as shown in Figure 7b . Otherwise, when the angle q between colliding surfaces exceeds a threshold th, its location is adjusted to avoid the collision, as shown in Figure 7c . When the angle q is less than the threshold, the constrained object is bound to the grid constraints based on the reference object, as shown in Figure  7d . We determined through empirical studies that the threshold th is 20 degrees. 16 With this value, the time required for 3D object assembly fell by 60 to 70 percent, and the score in subjective evaluation also improved substantially. Figure 8 illustrates the construction of a cabinet as an example of a design process. First, necessary primitives, in this case a box, a sphere, a 1D-translation constraining primitives with a boundary, and a 1D-rotation constraining primitives with a boundary, are generated from a prim- itive box (Figure 8a ). Second, shape primitives are copied and deformed the necessary number of times ( Figure 8b ). Next, a shelf, a door, and a drawer are assembled (Figure 8c) . Then, two types of geometric constraints are imposed among these components. The 1D translation is hooked to the shelf, and they are combined. The door is hooked to and bound to the 1D rotation (Figure 8d ). In this phase, boundaries of the constraints are also adjusted. Finally, the 1D rotation is hooked to the shelf, and the drawer is hooked to the 1D translation (Figure 8e and Figure 8f) . As a result, the door can only be rotated around the 1D-rotation axis, and the drawer can only be moved along the 1D-translation axis.
Design process

Collaboration-supporting techniques
SeamlessDesign integrates SVEs and SAEs to support user collaboration. It also employs enhanced awareness and calibration to augment user collaboration in these environments.
Seamless view-mode switching. SeamlessDesign integrates SVE and SAE in a natural way. Two view modes correspond to these environments: a see-through and a blind mode. Initially, the view mode is see-through. Whenever a user changes his or her location or a scaling factor by using a navigation box, the view mode is automatically switched to blind. In this mode, a computer graphics human body, which has a head and two arms, appears in place of a real partner. Figure 9 shows a SeamlessDesign SAE. Figure  10 illustrates three cases of the workspace. In Figure 10a , scaling factors of two users (Sa and Sb) are identical and the view mode is see-through. When a user scales down or up the workspace, the view mode changes into blind (Figures 10b and  10c) . Figure 11 shows a sequence of a user's views captured through an STHMD by a small camera attached to a dummy head. First, the user sees the real partner (Figure 11a ). As the user translates his or her location via the navigation widget (11b), the partner becomes a computer graphics counterpart (11c). The reference frames can be changed freely (11d and 11e). When the user clicks the box's SAE button (11f), his or her coordinates automatically change to those of the partner (11g) in approximately one second, and the partner becomes real again (11h). 
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in an SVE. Figure 12 shows the viewpoint of a user looking down a room. Figure 13 shows the viewpoint of another user who is moving around the room. Note that their scaling factors differ. Figure  14 shows a God's view of the scene containing two individual users in relation to each other. When a user pushes the SAE button on the navigation box, it gradually changes position, orientation, and scaling factor to those of the partner, and the view mode switches to see-through. This change takes approximately one second. The system switches the view mode by sending signals to external inputs of the head-mounted displays' controllers.
Enhanced awareness.
Research has shown the importance of face-to-face interaction. 11, 13, 17 By watching a partner's face, a user can observe where the partner is looking. To enhance facedirection information, SeamlessDesign employs a simple technique for both SVEs and SAEs. A viewing line segment can be drawn from the center of the partner's eyes toward his or her viewing direction. An observed object can also be highlighted. Here, the observed object is one where the angle between a vector from the partner's eyes to it and the face direction is smallest.
Calibration. Precise calibration is especially important for an SAE, though also useful in an SVE. As in other efforts, 15, 18, 19 SeamlessDesign employs two techniques for precise calibration: a lookup-table-based mechanism for correcting the distorted magnetic field, and a Kalman filter for canceling the computational delay.
The lookup table is created in two steps. First, we get a 3D array MeasureOnGrid by measuring Polhemus raw data at grid points in the working volume. Next, we calculate MeasureToGrid, which is the 3D array of real locations of the measured raw data on grid points. Distortion correction is performed in real time by linear interpolation of eight values of eight adjacent grid points in MeasureToGrid. Using this mechanism, the distortion error is reduced by no less than 90 percent in a working volume 1 meter in diameter.
Following the work of Liang et al., 19 we implemented a Kalman filter for predicting a user's head movement. The head movement model assumes that the user's head orientation is a random variable that changes at random times and has a limited rate of change. To predict the most plausible value on the time needed for swapping rendering buffers, the time interval for prediction is dynamically changed based on the system cycle. According to video clips recorded through an STHMD, the Kalman filter reduced the original registration error on the image plane by 75 to 80 percent during head rotation. Due to these mechanisms, final calibration accuracy is currently 1 to 2 centimeters within a working volume 1 meter in diameter.
Experiment
We conducted an empirical study to confirm the effectiveness of seamless view-mode switching. Since the superiority of an SVE over an SAE is obvious in terms of flexibility, the technique's appropriateness depends on the effectiveness of an SAE over an SVE in terms of awareness. This effectiveness is influenced by many factors, such as object density or frequency of mutual observation. Therefore, we investigated in what situation an SAE is superior to an SVE for collaboration efficiency, to advocate the usefulness of seamless view-mode switching. Incidentally, we also investigated the effectiveness of the enhanced awareness technique using viewing lines, which were discussed previously. To simplify the analysis, we did not use the Kalman filter in the experiment.
Experimental setup
The experimental task required an instructor and an operator sitting on opposite sides of a desk. To investigate the relationship between the effectiveness and the configuration of the experiment, we set two configurations. Configuration 1 is sparsely designed, with the subjects looking forward; its effectiveness would be obvious (see Users Figure 15 ). Configuration 2 is densely designed, with the subjects looking downward; its effectiveness wouldn't be as apparent (see Figure 16 ). Both configurations have cubes floating in the workspace: gray cubes measuring 5 centimeters on each side and a red cube or cubes of 3 centimeters on each side. The experimental task consists of the following procedures:
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❚ A task starts when both subjects point at a red cube or cubes and one of them picks it.
❚ One of the gray cubes is then randomly selected as a target. Its color changes into red for the instructor, while it remains gray for the operator.
❚ The operator must then click on the target cube. The task is completed when both subjects have clicked on the target.
For each configuration, the task is performed under six conditions (see Figure 17 ) composed of three types of workspaces: SVE without a virtual human (SVE−), SVE with a virtual human (SVE+), and SAE, each without and with a viewing line (VL). Figures 17a, 17e , and 17f are photomontages. Figure 17d also shows a computer graphics partner with a viewing line and an observed object as discussed previously.
Eight subjects in four pairs conducted 180 trials for configuration 1, and four pairs of subjects conducted 200 trials for configuration 2. We recorded task completion time and a subjective evaluation by the participants on the ease of performing the task on a scale of one to seven. Figure 18 shows the averages of task completion times. In this figure, the five groups indicated by dotted circles are statistically separated from others by the analysis of variance (the significance level was 0.05). This result confirms the effectiveness of the SAE. Displaying head direction information is effective in configuration 1, but not effective in configuration 2. This is probably because the objects are so crowded and numerous that such delayed information is useless in estimating the viewing direction. Figure 19 shows the average scores of subjective evaluation in configurations 1 and 2. This result demonstrates that an SAE rather than an SVE improves the subjective evaluation. Subjects reported a feeling of intimacy and relief as a result of direct observation of the real partner in the SAE. Displaying head direction information improved the user's feeling of manipulation capability. However, subjective evaluation improves even when the task completion time increases, which indicates that subjects might have a prejudice against the effectiveness of the viewing line.
Experimental results
Discussion
Through this experiment, the effectiveness of SAEs compared with SVEs was confirmed for colocated collaboration. This result encourages us to use both-an SAE for face-to-face collaboration and an SVE for multiple perspectives. Though we have not investigated the effects of seamless switching between the two environments, seamless view-mode switching is one reasonable solution for natural integration of two view modes. In practice, the users liked and successfully used seamless view-mode switching. The subjects also effectively used viewing lines as their third pointers in communication.
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Design examples
Two design examples constructed in SeamlessDesign appear in Figures 20 through 24 . Figures 20 and 21 show a cabinet's components and how it looks assembled. The cabinet consists of 32 shape primitives, two 1D-rotation constraining primitives, and one 1D-translation constraining primitive. Figure 22 shows another view of the cabinet. Two users built the virtual cabinet in a few minutes. Figure 23 shows a robot composed of 80 shape primitives, eleven 1D-rotation constraining primitives, and eight 2D-rotation constraining primitives. Figure 24 shows another view of the robot. The constraining primitives in this figure are invisible. A single user built the robot in about 15 minutes.
Conclusions
SeamlessDesign is a flexible, collaborative, virtual workspace for rapid prototyping of reactive 3D objects. It supports a wide range of design processes from rough shape generation to detailed behavioral design in a unified style of manipulation. It also seamlessly supports both a shared virtual environment for flexible parallel activity, and a shared augmented environment for natural communication and collaboration efficiency. Supported by manipulation aids, untrained SeamlessDesign users can design 3D objects with geometric constraints by simply combining shape and constraining primitives. Users can also use the seamless view-mode switching at will and use viewing lines as their third pointers in communication. SeamlessDesign has a few limitations that necessitate further research. The "primitive approach" to design ability cannot easily apply to time-constraint design such as animation and events because these aren't related to geometric entities. We would like to exploit some usable approaches for describing time constraints within immersive environments. For collaboration support, seamless view-mode switching has difficulty supporting more than three users. Suppose users A, B, and C are in an SAE. When user A moves, all three users should be in an SVE even though B and C's reference frames remain identical. Otherwise, B and C see two entities of A, virtual and real ones.
In the near future, we would like to improve the constraint propagation method because the current method occasionally causes unpleasant oscillation. We also would like to develop other approaches for more accurate registration. MM
